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Prologue

We put this book together to shine a spotlight on efforts to democratize 
energy in the United States—to give voice to the organizations and indi-
viduals leading the way to a transformed energy future. We hope that 
by giving expression to their vision, strategies, organizing efforts, and 
development models we will inspire others to join the growing energy 
democracy movement.

We were propelled by the urgent necessity—the existential necessity—
for human society to create a new kind of energy future. The growth and 
dominance of fossil fuel energy over the last 150 years has had profound 
adverse environmental, economic, and social impacts. As a result, our 
very survival hangs in the balance. 

We wanted this book to look critically at how our use of energy has 
driven ecosystem destruction, economic insecurity, and social injustice, 
and, at the same time, we hoped that it would promote the new energy 
paradigm and decentralized energy model needed for a sustainable 
future. 

This is the work of the energy democracy movement.
We see this work as of utmost importance at this critical moment in 

history. Driven by a changing climate, the transition from fossil fuels 
to renewable energy is creating uncertainty and panic for the energy 
establishment—the large corporate energy producers, utility monopolies, 
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and federal and state government agencies that serve the status quo. 
At the same time, the global economic system, wracked by instability, 
portends increasing economic insecurity for all but the wealthiest 1% 
of the population. And with this upheaval on the climate and economic 
fronts, we are witnessing the failure of the political establishment to offer 
a viable energy alternative. 

All of this sets the context for a book that describes the way forward 
for a revolutionary movement in energy, one that wrests control 
and ownership of energy resources out of the hands of the energy 
establishment—democratizing energy and making it a vital resource for 
advancing the environmental, economic, and social justice needs of our 
communities.

Difficult as this challenge already was, the November 2016 election 
made it even more so. If the goal of this book was compelling before the 
right-wing takeover of the federal government, it is even more urgent 
now. The desperate acts of the current federal government to breathe new 
life into a dying fossil fuel economy, foment racial intolerance, reassert 
U.S. military dominance, eliminate health and other protections, and 
otherwise bow to corporate interests underscore the need to strengthen 
and empower our communities. Community control of energy resources 
will be a critical aspect of resistance to the right-wing agenda.

As we demonstrate in this book, confronting race, racial discrimination, 
and racial oppression is central to developing a sustainable, decentralized 
energy alternative. Moreover, the leadership of people of color is key to 
building a powerful energy democracy movement.

Recent events put this perspective in sharp relief.
The first is the central role of racism in engineering the right-wing 

takeover of the federal government, all in the interest of the most extreme 
“rogue” fossil fuel sector, whose agenda is to lay waste to the ecosystem at 
all costs. The 1% used race-baiting tactics—both subtle and blatant, anti-
Muslim, anti-black, anti-Latino, and anti-immigrant fear mongering—
throughout the presidential campaign to achieve unprecedented control 
and dominance over the environmental and economic survival needs of 
the 99%. Racism in the service of human extinction. 
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The second is the historic struggle at Standing Rock to assert the 
rights of indigenous communities to clean water, taking on an oil 
industry hell-bent on intensifying the climate crisis. The struggle against 
the Dakota Pipeline was supported by Black Lives Matter, environmental 
justice organizations, and many others who understand how the fossil 
fuel economy targets people of color. More significantly, the struggle 
also drew the support of other organizations and individuals—from 
environmentalists, to unionists, to antiwar veterans—who see how their 
fate is tied to the fate of people of color. There is a growing and heartening 
recognition, not only within racial and ethnic groups, but among broad 
communities across America, that, in fact, not one of us is free—or safe—
unless all of us are.

Accordingly, the subtitle of this book—Advancing Equity in Clean 
Energy Solutions—emphasizes the centrality of racial and economic 
justice to an energy democracy movement. 

Now, more than ever.
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Introduction
DENISE FAIRCHILD AND AL WEINRUB

If there is a reason for social movements to exist, it is not to accept dominant val-
ues as fixed and unchangeable but to offer other ways to live—to wage and win, a 
battle of cultural worldviews . . . laying out a vision that competes directly with 
the one on harrowing display, . . . one that resonates with the majority of people 
on the planet, that . . . we are not apart from nature but of it.

Naomi Klein, This Changes Everything: Capitalism vs. the Climate

What does it mean to get real about climate change and take back con-
trol over our energy resources? What energy alternatives represent real 
solutions to the economic and environmental crisis confronting our civi-
lization?

While still in its formative stages, energy democracy, a growing cur-
rent in the clean energy and climate resilience movement, is attempt-
ing to address these very questions. Energy democracy is rooted in the 
long-standing social and environmental justice movements and is a key 
component of the evolving economic democracy movement. It goes 
beyond the simplistic “transition to 100% renewables” framework to offer 
a deeper understanding of the cultural, political, economic, and social 
dimensions of the climate change problem.

This volume collects the converging perspectives, strategies, and 
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practices of the emerging field of activism that defines energy democracy. 
It highlights the promising ideas and efforts of U.S.-based energy democ-
racy advocates and practitioners. As opposed to the academic, scientific, 
and policy perspectives of mainstream environmental professionals, this 
book gives voice to community-based organizations and leaders active in 
the climate and clean energy struggle. Their perspectives differ radically 
from the mainstream environmental community about how to get real 
about climate change.

The growing energy democracy movement is more important now 
than ever. Climate and social justice advocates are entering a new, shock-
ing reality. The United States government is abandoning its already weak 
commitment to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, as represented by the 
2015 Paris Climate Agreement. The new federal administration is staff-
ing its cabinet and agencies with operatives of the fossil fuel industry, 
opening the door to fossil fuel exports and transcontinental oil and gas 
pipelines, bringing back coal and extreme extraction, and gutting envi-
ronmental regulations and the federal agencies that oversee them. 

Energy democracy addresses these challenges by joining the environ-
mental and climate movement with broader movements for social and 
economic justice in this country and around the world.

The Energy Imperative

A global energy war is under way. It is being waged on numerous fronts, 
with distinct battle lines. It’s man versus nature; global North versus global 
South; fossil fuel versus clean energy; globalization versus local sover-
eignty; the powerful moneyed class versus low-income and indigenous 
communities and communities of color (the haves versus the have-nots); 
and, fundamentally, an extractive economy versus a regenerative economy. 

The stakes are high for everyone. The health of the planet and 
whether humans will survive as a species will be determined by who 
emerges as the victors of the warring factions. Fortunately, a growing 
global consensus points to the need to move from a fossil fuel economy 
to a clean energy economy. The Consensus Project (theconsensusproject.
com) reports the near unanimous (97%) consensus among climate scien-
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tists that the massive burning of gas, oil, and coal is having cataclysmic 
and cascading impacts on our atmosphere and climate, depleting Earth’s 
natural resources, including its land, food, fresh water, and biodiversity. 
Extreme weather events—the incidence of torrential rains, floods, heat 
waves, droughts, and hurricanes—resulting from global warming further 
threaten human settlements, life, and property.

Such climate disruption finally propelled 195 world leaders to sign 
the 2015 Paris Climate Accord. The Accord is an acknowledgment that 
the fossil fuel economy is no longer sustainable, that climate change is 
happening, that it is human-induced, and that a global effort is needed to 
stem the greenhouse gas pollution that threatens human survival. 

Yet despite the urgency of the climate challenge, the fossil fuel sec-
tor—concentrated in five supermajors: BP, Chevron, Conoco, ExxonMo-
bil, and Shell—continues to debunk climate change and disdains world-
wide concerns about the existential threat of extracting, transporting, and 
burning increasing amounts of dirtier and harder-to-get fossil fuels.1 The 
Dakota Access and Keystone North American transcontinental pipelines 
are but two examples of the continued corporate drive to wreak havoc on 
our fragile ecosystem, ruining delicate aquifers, sovereign First Nation 
lands, farm communities, the oceans, and, of course, Earth’s atmosphere. 
These climate and environmental impacts are particularly magnified and 
debilitating for low-income communities and communities of color that 
live closest to toxic sites; are disproportionately impacted by high inci-
dences of asthmas, cancer, and rates of morbidity and mortality; and lack 
the financial resources to adapt to climate impacts.

The Path Forward: Democratizing Energy

In the face of this threat to survival, the battle lines have been clearly drawn 
between fossil fuel capitalism (the fossil fuel industry, its Wall Street back-
ers, and its military enforcers) and those working to avert climate disaster. 

“We need to view the fossil fuel industry in a new light,” says climate 
activist Bill McKibben. “It has become a rogue industry, reckless like no 
other force on Earth. It is Public Enemy Number One to the survival of 
our planetary civilization.”2
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Many different forces are opposing the determined efforts of the fossil 
fuel industry to continue its program of globalization, extreme energy, 
and international military hegemony, at everyone else’s (and Earth’s) 
expense. 

This opposition includes the struggles against fossil fuel extraction 
(the Keep It in the Ground movement), especially opposition to the fur-
ther development of extreme energy (the Keystone Pipeline, deep ocean 
drilling, Arctic drilling, tar sands exploitation, hydrofracking, and so 
forth); opposition to fossil fuel subsidies; opposition to oil wars; regula-
tion of carbon emissions; imposition of carbon taxes; shutting down coal-
fired power plants; and other areas of struggle that unite diverse forces in 
opposition to the “rogue” fossil fuel capitalists.

In essence, this opposition is attempting to wrest control of energy 
resources from the powerful institutions that are driving humanity to the 
brink of extinction. The struggle reflects an effort by citizens to exercise 
more control over energy decisions and to self-determine a sustainable, 
life-supporting energy future.

While this opposition needs to be deepened and strengthened, there 
remains an important strategic question: what is the alternative to the 
fossil fuel energy–based global economic system? 

A large number of climate activist organizations in the United States 
are engaged in efforts to contain the fossil fuel establishment’s increas-
ingly desperate program of extreme energy extraction, climate destabili-
zation, and environmental destruction. Many of these organizations have 
the goal of reducing greenhouse gas emissions or even transitioning to a 
decarbonized energy system. 

This resistance has awakened many people, politicized them around 
energy and climate issues, and fueled an increasingly powerful grassroots 
opposition to the corporate energy agenda. However, these movements 
are still mainly reactive and have exhibited, for the most part, only a lim-
ited vision of an energy alternative.

Many, for example, call simply for a technological fix: for a transi-
tion to 100% renewable energy, citing how it is technologically possible to 
develop sufficient renewable resources. But these calls do not specify who 
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will develop and control that energy, to what end, or to whose benefit. 
The impetus is to decarbonize the economy, but otherwise leave the basic 
economic and social system—the institutional framework—intact.

This approach fails to confront the capitalist growth imperative that 
jeopardizes the world’s ecosystem, or to address the globalized exploita-
tion of human and natural resources that leaves billions of people strug-
gling to survive, or to fully appreciate how climate disruption, gross eco-
nomic disparities, oppression, and institutionalized racism are inextrica-
bly linked.

Naomi Klein, in her book This Changes Everything: Capitalism vs. the 
Climate, demonstrates that the climate crisis draws into question the 
institutions and logic that have created our existential predicament. She 
points out both the necessity and the opportunity of our thinking outside 
the box, creating truly transformational solutions, if we are to survive.

In this vein, a growing number of climate activists see resistance to 
the corporate energy agenda as a struggle for social, racial, environmen-
tal, and economic justice. These “climate justice” forces see the opposition 
to fossil fuel capitalism as a key front in a crucial battle to transform our 
economic system more deeply—an economic system that has used fos-
sil fuel energy as the driver of capital accumulation, ecosystem destruc-
tion, and social exploitation. For these activists, the struggle against the 
extreme fossil fuel agenda is a struggle for system change, for an alterna-
tive system. It is a struggle for community health, community resilience, 
and community empowerment. It is a struggle for social justice and an 
opportunity for building community.

The struggle is not simply to decarbonize the economic system, but 
to transform it.

Hence, the question we posed above—the alternative to the fossil fuel 
energy–based global economic system, is a justice-based (“just”) transi-
tion to a new, renewable energy–based, ecologically sound, equitable, 
life-sustaining economic system that can serve the needs of the world’s 
peoples.3 

And in case it is not obvious, let’s be explicit. The struggle to achieve 
that kind of alternative is fundamentally a struggle for democracy.
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